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To all 777 registered atlassers, a big high five for all the hard work and atlassing
in 2011! Together, we have now exceeded 12,300 hours of atlassing!
THANK YOU!

Linda Boys

Red-winged Blackbirds
Yellow-headed Blackbird (faded)
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SPRING WORKSHOPS:
In the spring of 2012, we will be conducting weekly
workshops to help you hone your birding and
atlassing skills! The kick-off event will be held at
Oak Hammock Marsh:
Date: April 21 and 22, 2012
Time: 9:00 am-4:00 pm both days.
Atlassing field trips will be begin at 13:00 and 15:00
on Saturday, and 09:00, 11:00, 13:00, and 15:00 on
Sunday.
Join us in the Assiniboine Park on weeknights in April
and early May. The details for these weekly
workshops will be announced on our website, our
Facebook page, and on Twitter. Friend us or follow us
to keep in touch!
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2011 – A Significant Achievement
ATLAS STATS (as of Dec 12th 2011)
Registered Atlassers:
777
General Atlassing:
12,294 hours in 1,746 squares
Point Counts:
9,057 point counts in 667 squares
# Species:
283 = 247 confirmed, 21 probable, 15 possible
Bob Shettler: Herring Gulls

REGIONAL SUMMARY (as of December 12th, 2011)
Region 1:

1,970 hrs in 247 (of 258) squares
1,806 point counts in 130 squares
928 hrs in 177 (of 201) squares
1,111 point counts in 78 squares
1,427 hrs in 125 (of 140) squares
573 point counts in 42 squares
1,323 hrs in 119 (of 151) squares
435 point counts in 44 squares

– 200 species

Region 5:

1,057 hrs in 84 (of 145) squares
359 point counts in 24 squares

– 185 species

Region 6:

996 hrs in 142 (of 280) squares
440 point counts in 35 squares
1,870 hrs in 268 (of 434) squares
1,802 point counts in 125 squares
260 hrs in 120 (of 302) squares
5 point counts in 1 square
160 hrs in 78 (of 380) squares
284 point counts in 20 squares
708 hrs in 70 (of 881) squares
320 point counts in 29 squares
691 hrs in 176 (of 1176) squares
908 point counts in 66 squares
380 hrs in 66 (of 960) squares
671 point counts in 46 squares
131 hrs in 22 (of 775) squares
27 point counts in 3 squares
392 hrs in 52 (of 882) squares
316 point counts in 24 squares

– 198 species

Region 2:
Region 3:
Region 4:

Region 7:
Region 8:
Region 9:
Region 10:
Region 11:
Region 12:
Region 13:
Region 14:

– 181 species
– 188 species
– 192 species

– 202 species
– 169 species
– 154 species
– 146 species
– 164 species
– 121 species
– 97 species
– 123 species

Garry Budyk: Tree Swallows

Slowly but surely, our coverage is getting better and better!

Summary: 2011 Effort and Point Count Maps

Effort 2011

Point Counts
2011

Stuart Oikawa: Evening Grosbeak

In an ideal world, both the point count and
effort maps would be covered in blue,
indicating the respective targets of 15 point
counts and 20 atlassing hours have been met.
However, there are still many gaps. These gaps
represent opportunities for your continued
participation! If you are confident in your
ability to identify birds by voice, we could use
your help completing our point counting goals!
Or, if general atlassing is more your style, there
are still many hours left to complete in all 14
regions. We have already accomplished a lot
in only two years, but there is still much to do
before 2014. Bring it on in 2012!

From the Atlas
Priority Square Maps

Four maps displaying both priority squares and square IDs are now
available on the atlas website under Data and Maps 
Downloadable Maps. These maps should help focus atlassing
efforts on priority squares for the remaining three years of
data collection. When atlassing in a priority square, please try
to complete 15 point counts and 20 hours of general atlassing.
We have developed a new document for remote atlassers that
discusses approaching priority squares in remote areas, available at:
http://www.birdatlas.mb.ca/download/Remote_Atlassing_Guidelines_Nov20_2011.pdf.
In Southern Manitoba, where priority squares are often more accessible,
we still need to think about how we will cover all priority squares. Focusing
our efforts on priority squares can help ensure relatively even coverage
throughout the province. If you have already devoted 20 hours to your
square and think you can help with priority squares, please contact your
regional coordinator. Of course, if you prefer to focus on your local squares
or atlas casually, that is perfectly acceptable and entirely welcome!
Rheanna Fraser

Remote Atlassing Guidelines
After some discussions about safety, planning, and priority squares, we have created a set of guidelines
specifically for remote atlassing. These guidelines are meant to complement the more detailed instructions
provided in the Guidelines for Atlassers and the Guidelines for Point Counts. Key points of the remote
atlassing guidelines include a protocol regarding the use of SPOT devices, suggestions for the contents of
both a survival kit and first aid kit, guidelines for setting up a good transect, a note about appropriate
clothing and footwear, and local emergency contacts. The remote atlassing guidelines also discuss a
protocol for approaching priority squares, assigning priority status to nearby squares in cases where priority
squares are inaccessible, and allocation of effort to point counts versus general atlassing. The remote
atlassing guidelines are now available on the atlas website (http://www.birdatlas.mb.ca).

From the Atlas: NEW Daily Observation Forms
In the summer of 2011, we introduced the
Daily Observation form (right), a simplified
data form to record breeding evidence in the
form of a daily checklist.
To download the forms, go to the Atlas
website, select Resources  Atlasser Material
 Guide and Data Forms. There you will find
daily observation forms for Southwestern MB,
the Boreal Transition zone, Central MB, and
Northern MB. The Guideline for Atlassers has
been updated with detailed instructions about
how to correctly fill-in the new Daily
Observation forms in the field.
The daily observations method has several
advantages:
• Keeps track of the date of all sightings,
• Migrants can be entered on the form
(leave BE blank), even though they will
not be visible on distribution maps (this
helps track safe dates for future atlases).
• Daily forms can be downloaded and
then imported into www.ebird.ca for
those who wish to keep personal lists
(contact atlas staff for instructions on
how to do this).
To enter daily observation forms online, log-in
as you normally would, select your square,
and select “Breeding Evidence”. To change to
the new format, click on the red box that says
“Daily Observations”. You will then see the
screen to the right. Note the red button with
“Standard Form” written on it (clicking this
will bring you back to the standard Breeding
Evidence Form). Enter the date, time, team
hours and location information for EACH visit.
You will then see two columns for each visit: #
birds, and BE code (shown right). Enter the
number of individuals of each species and the
highest BE code observed on that day. (Guide
for Atlassers has more details). We encourage
you to try the new daily observation forms!
http://www.birdatlas.mb.ca/pdfkit_en.jsp

Bob Shettler: Least Flycatcher

First Nations Workshops

From the Atlas
Photographs used with permission from CIER

The Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas has teamed up
with the Centre for Indigenous Environmental
Resources (CIER) to conduct six atlassing workshops
in three First Nations. We visited Azaadiwi-ziibing
(Poplar River), Ochekwi Sipi (Fisher River), and
Ditibineya-ziibing (Rolling River) in October and
November, and we will re-visit these communities to
conduct a second round of workshops in the spring.

The afternoon portion of the workshops was
conducted outdoors and involved field identification
and general birding tips, GPS navigation and
waypointing, and a discussion of bird habitats and
how they pertain to locating and identifying birds.
The opportunity to observe and identify wild birds,
and record real data, created enthusiasm for the
project and for conservation. This was followed by an
indoor “practice” data-entry session.

The purpose of these workshops is to promote avian
monitoring and the conservation of ecosystems and
Species At Risk (SAR) on First Nations lands by
fostering an understanding and appreciation for birds
and providing the tools to build a knowledge base of
birds and their habitats. These workshops seek to
engage communities in active monitoring and impart
the skills to do that.

We received great reviews and suggestions for both
the indoor and the outdoor sessions. Nearly all of
the participants expressed an interest in learning
more about birds, SAR, and how to implement
conservation efforts in their communities. Nearly
everyone who attended the fall workshops was
interested in attending the spring workshops.

The workshops began with the basics of bird
identification, local bird species by habitat type and
their songs, basic bird behaviour, and local SAR.
Participants then learned how to use field guides and
the Dendroica program to identify birds, practiced
filling in daily observation forms, and tested their
knowledge with an interactive bird identification and
breeding evidence quiz. Beyond acquiring the skills
necessary to atlas, participants also learned about
the importance of habitat conservation.

Our spring workshops will review material already
covered and then focus heavily on practicing
atlassing outdoors – a common request noted in the
evaluations of the fall workshops. Spring workshops
will also involve an online data entry session where
possible. We hope to impart all the necessary skills
and information required to continue learning about
birds, atlassing, and contributing data, not only for
the Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas but for other
monitoring projects as well.

We would like to thank the federal government AFSAR (Aboriginal Funds for
Species at Risk) program, all community liaisons, and CIER for their
partnership. We look forward to returning in 2012!

A Wolf and Coyote
by Bob Shettler

From the Field
Gray Jays by Garry Budyk

On June 10, 2011 Barrie Creran and I were out running a Breeding Bird Atlas point count in the southern
Interlake. We were in the middle of a point count when we noticed something whitish emerge from the
bush across the field from where we were stationed. It became obvious very quickly that this was a wolf.
We hurried to set up the scope and took turns watching the beautiful animal.
When the wolf came out of the woods it almost looked like it was coursing with its nose, trailing some kind
of scent. About 30 yards into the field, the animal sat down, then eventually lay down. As we were
watching the wolf, a coyote emerged from the forest about 50 yards to the west of the wolf. The size
difference was astonishing. The coyote looked small, fragile and dainty compared to the wolf. I thought the
wolf would surely take the opportunity to chase down the coyote and dispose of it. Much to my surprise,
when the coyote did spot the wolf, it casually walked away, completely unconcerned. Curiously, after the
coyote walked about 60 yards, it turned around and started heading back directly to the wolf. The wolf
arose and walked 10 yards toward the coyote, lay back down, and started panting. The coyote came within
about 30 yards of the wolf and then eventually headed back into the forest. We watched this event unfold
for at least 20 minutes before deciding we ought to return to atlassing.
Several scenarios could explain why the
wolf was unconcerned with our
presence, and why the coyote's
behavior towards the wolf was so
nonchalant. However, we will have to
be satisfied with the mystery, and be
glad to have witnessed the interaction.

Coyote by Bob Shettler

So, although this piece is not directly
about atlassing, it does illustrate one of
the tremendous benefits you can
receive from being out there early and
counting birds!

Birding and Breakfast
The "birding & breakfast" program, pioneered
by Reinhard and Liessel Jansson, has exploded
in popularity over the past three years. The
program is held on Wednesdays in April
(07:00) and May (06:00), beginning on the 2nd
last Wednesday of April. The fall program
typically runs on the last two Wednesdays of
August (07:00). The best part (for some), is
breakfast and that first sip of coffee. Join us
in April 2012! Contact Ryan Portous at
birders@shaw.ca to join.
____________________.

L to R: Ryan Portous , Dan Sterling, Ron Austin , Red Clarke , Frank Machovic ,
Neil Butchard, Al Mickey, Lars Jansson, Lewis Cocks, Peter Douglas.

Photo Crop

From Top Left: Eastern Phoebe nestlings by Garry Budyk, Cooper’s
Hawks by Andrew Lesik, Great Horned Owl nestling by Andrew Lesik,
Sora by Linda Boys, Spruce Grouse by Garry Budyk, Tree Swallow by
Rick Hayward, American White Pelican by Rheanna Fraser

Rheanna Fraser

Messages and Contact Information

WILDERNESS ATLASSING IN 2012, ANYONE?
In 2012, the Atlas will make a concerted effort to get good coverage of parts of central and northern
Manitoba without road access. We are currently seeking in-kind assistance from lodges and outfitters
and various other organizations to help us to plan a series of atlassing expeditions, some fly-in, some
boat-access, in the summer of 2012. If you have wilderness experience, or canoe-camping experience
and might enjoy a remote atlassing expedition, please contact Bonnie Chartier or call our toll free
number (see contact information below).
Likewise if you have contacts in the north, or a canoe you could lend us, or any other way in which you
think you could assist us gain access to the vast roadless parts of Manitoba, please get in touch!
We now have several “Song Meters” with powerful recording
equipment so we can even send these with less experienced
The Baillie Fund
birders into wilderness areas and transcribe the data later. In
Remember this year that if you are
2012, the big challenge continues!
Remember:

We want this newsletter to be a voice for all
involved. Please send us your photos, your
stories, your questions, and your feedback!

CONTACT INFORMATION
Christian Artuso (Atlas Coordinator),
Bonnie Chartier (Assistant Coordinator)
The Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas
24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3
Tel:
204-945-6816 or 204-945-7758
Toll-free:
1-800-214-6497
Fax:
204-945-3077
Email:
cartuso@birdscanada.org or
mbatlas@bsc-eoc.org

travelling to a remote area of the
province to atlas, we can cover some of
your expenses (up to a maximum of
$500) through the Baillie Fund. If you
travel >300 km from home, gas mileage
is reimbursed at $0.20/km. Please click
on the following icon on the atlas front
page for details:

If you are interested in The Baillie Fund
for 2012, please apply for pre-approval
before your trip. If you don’t qualify
for the Baillie Fund, please keep any
appropriate receipts ask us for a tax
receipt to help defray your costs.

Thank you to Volunteers, Partners, and Supporters
THANKS to ALL our 777 registered atlassers, we have achieved great things so far. We also thank all
those individuals and organizations who offered the financial and in-kind support that has made possible
the Atlas’s great progress.

Atlas partners and funders:

Atlas supporters:

